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RESEARC H MEMORANDUM 
AN EXPERJMENTAL STUDY OF A METHOD FOR DESIGNING 
FUSELAGE SIDE AIR INLETS FOR HIGH PERFORMANCE 
AT TRANSONIC AND LOW SUPERSONIC SPEEDS 
By Robert R. Howell and Charles D. Trescot, Jr. 
SUMMARY 
A brief experimental investigation has been made of a method for 
designing fuselage side air i nlets with high i nternal total-pressure 
recovery and zero spillage drag at a specified design inlet mass - flow 
ratio. With a scoop designed according to thi s concept, it was demon-
strated experimentally that near - zero spillage drag can be attained at 
the design inlet mass - flow ratio through a Mach number range from 0.8 
to 1.4. Achievement of an esti mated total -pressure ratio of 0.99 at a 
Mach number of 1 . 4 was precluded only by a rapid thickening of the 
boundary layer ahead of the inlet . Although the fuselage boundary 
layer was fairly thick (the effective fineness ratio of the fuselage 
back to the inlet was 5 . 5), a mean total-pressure ratio of 0.94 was 
attained at the design inlet mass - flow ratio of 0 .8 and a Mach number 
of 1.4. A maximum mean inlet total -pressure ratio of 0.96 was attained 
at a Mach number of 1.4 for a mass - flow ratio of 0 . 9 . 
INTRODUCTION 
Experimental work done on wi ng- root and fuse l age side air inlets 
(refs. 1 and 2, for example) at Mach numbers in excess of 1.1 has indi-
cated that the two major probl ems with such inlets at these speeds are 
the intermal loss resulting from shocks and shock-boundary layer ·inter-
action ahead of the inlet and the drag due to the s coop. These losses 
in pressure recovery in this speed range penalize the performance of 
these fuselage side inlets as compared with nose i nlets which do not 
have the boundary- layer problem . Some military aircr aft which have, of 
necessity, resorted to the fuselage s i de type of inlet in order to have 
the fuselage nose space available for other purpos es have generally 
taken some loss in performance by doi ng so , e specia l ly if the speed 
range of the airplane extended into the low supersonic regime. 
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An att empt has been made , therefore, to deslgn a fuselage side 
inlet that would have high internal pressure reco eI'J arld low ex-cernal 
drag at Mach numbers up to 1.4. The design is based on the theory of 
reference 3 and assumes that the flow f i eld ahead of an infinite swept-
back two- dimensional inlet may be t r eated similarly to the flow i'i.eld 
ahead of an infinite swep t back wing. 
Tests were made with the inlet mounted on the side of a body of 
revolution. Measurements included the total-pressure recovery at a 
station near the inlet and the external-drag increment due to the scoop . 
The ranges of Mach number and Reynolds number investigated were from 0 .8 
to 1.4 and from 18.1 X 106 to 27.8 X 106, respectively. The tes ts were 
conducted in the Langley tranRonic blowdown tunnel at an angle of attack 
of 00 • 
A 
SYMBOLS 
area, sCl in. 
t otal drag coeff iCient, Measured drag 
CloF 
base drag coeffi cient, 
internal drag coefficient due to momentum deficit, 
_ m(Vx - Va) + (Pb - po) ~ 
ClaF ~o F 
external drag coefficient, CDT - C~ 
CDT + (CDi - C~) for inlet model 
fa basic mode: an~ 
6CD incremental external drag coefficient due to scoop, 
CD - CD 
extinlet model eX~asic model 
weighted total-press ure ratio, 
., 
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F frontal area of basic body, ).14 sq in. 
~ inlet mass - flow ratio, PiViAi 
mo Po VoAi 
P static pressure 
V velocity 
q dynamic pressure, r pM2 2 
P mass density 
M Mach number 
Subscripts: 
b 
i 
n 
o 
x 
base 
inlet, defined as normal to model axis at fuselage 
station 12 .85 
normal to inlet leading edge 
free stream 
local 
exit 
MODELS, APPARATUS, AND TESTS 
Models 
3 
External design.- The inlet was designed on the theory that a two-
dimensional sweptback inlet of infinite span would have a subsonic 
spillage drag characteristic and no losses in the entering flow if the 
leading edge is swept behind the Mach angle. This idea is analogous to 
Jones' swept wing theory (ref. 3). Under this concept, the resultant 
velocity at any point in the field about a two-dimensional inlet of 
infinite span which is swept back in the horizontal plane is the sum of 
two velocity components - one normal to the leading edge and one tan-
gential to it. (See fig. 1.) The tangential component of velocity is 
constant throughout the f low field; the magnitude of the ratio of 
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tangential velocity to free-stream velocity depends entirely on the 
sweepback angle of the leading edge of the inlet. Any variation in the 
local resultant velocity and flow direction) therefore) is dependent 
only on the two-dimensional subsonic flow normal to the lip leading edge. 
Hence) the internal pressure recovery and inlet spillage drag of the 
sweptback two-dimensional inlet of infinite span should be associated 
only with the subsonic Mach number normal to the inlet leading edge 
although the free-stream velocity may be supersonic. 
For the present case) the two-dimensional flow field (the field 
resulting from the flow normal to the inlet lip leading edge) was cal-
culated in the following manner. The general flow characteristics were 
obtained by superimposing two basic flows. One is the flow out of a 
two-dimensional channel) the solution of which may be found in many text 
books) such as reference 4; the other is an opposing uniform potential 
flow. When the uniform flow is of greater strength than the flow out of 
the Channel) addition of the two flows results in a net flow into the 
channel. The relative strengths of the two flows) therefore) determined 
the inlet velocity ratio Vin/Vn in the two-dimensional flow field 
(fig. l(b). For the present case) the two-dimensional inlet velocity 
ratio Vin/Vn was chosen such that when combined with the tangential 
velocity) the resultant total flow into the channel would correspond 
mi 
a rbitrarily to = 0.8 at a Mach number of 1.4 assuming an isentropic 
~ 
compression. 
After determination of the two-dimensional flow field of the channel 
for the specified inlet velocity ratio Vin/Vn) a modification had to be 
made to allow a finite lip thickness (fig. l(b)). The finite lip thick-
ness is required to allow construction of the model and to permit suction 
forces at the lip to offset spillage drag. For the present case) the 
two-dimensional channel wall was approximated by a thin inlet lip defined 
by elliptical ordinates) table I. The orthogonal flow net obtained by 
the superposition of the two basic two-dimensional flows was modified to 
correspond approximately to an experimentally determined pressure distri-
bution for the new lip shape at the prescribed inlet velocity ratio. The 
modification was made by maintaining the general flow characteristics) 
adjusting the potential lines to correspond to the new lip pressure dis-
tribution and) then) rederiving the streamline shapes through the condi-
tion of orthogonality. The procedure used to obtain the two-dimensional 
flow field about the inlet as outlined) is not completely rigorous) but 
was chosen for expediency. A more precise but somewhat morp. laborious 
me t hod of calculating the required two-dimensional flow field would be 
to follow a method as outlined in reference 5. 
The local velocity ratio Vln/Vn as calculated along streamlines in 
the two-dimensional field were adjusted for compressibility effects in 
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accordance with the Karman-Tsien compressibility correction for a Mach 
number of 0.8. The Mach number of 0 .8 was used for the correction inas-
much as it appeared to be about the highest Mach number for which the 
adjustment could be applied with a reasonable degree of accuracy. 
Adjusted point values of velocity, as calculated from the two-
dimensional flow field, were now added to the spanwise or tangential 
velocity component corresponding to the design sweepback angle of 450 , 
to obtain point values of the lateral slope of the streamlines passing 
inside and outside the inlet. These slopes were multiplied by increments 
of distance to obtain lateral displacements which were summed progres-
sively from a point well ahead (station 8 .00, fig. 2) of the inlet to a 
point behind the inlet lip leading edge corresponding to the maximum 
thickness station of the inlet lip . These calculated streamline shapes 
were then used to determine the shape of the solid boundary with which 
the sweptback inlet could be terminated on the upstream or inboard end 
without destroying the flow characteristics of the infinite inlet. The 
lateral shape of the streamlines approaching the inlet, theoretically 
approaches an isentropic compression surface for the particular design 
inlet mass-flow ratio. In many previously investigated scoop-type inlet 
designs the external compression has been accomplished with a wedge-type 
compression surface. (See for an example reference 6.) The downstream 
or outboard end of the inlet was terminated also, using calculated 
streamline shapes. The calculations were carried inside to the point 
where the flow became uniform in the duct (plane EE fig. 2). Downstream 
of this point, the longitudinal lines of the duct were faired to stream 
direction. In order to have sufficient outboard- end lip thickness, a 
50 wedge angle was used between the inner and outer lip surfaces to 
define the external end- lip - surface slope (fig. 2). The wedge was arbi-
trarily faired to stream direction and cross-faired to the external side 
lips. Downstream of the line of inlet lip maximum thickness stations, 
all longitudinal elements of the scoop surface were made parallel to the 
axis of the body. 
The now finite inlet was installed on a body of revolution without 
destroying the infinite inlet characteristics by shearing the streamlines 
relative to each other so that they conformed to the basic fuselage shape 
at a specified longitudinal location. This procedure is justified inas-
much as the streamline shape at any point in the field is independent of 
lateral location. For the present case, the calculated streamlines were 
rearranged to outline a two -inch - diameter circle at fuselage station 8.00 
(fig. 2), which corresponds to the body shape on which the inlet was 
tested. The nose of the body used was made long (nose fineness ratio 4.0) 
to avoid any large induced velOCity effects on the inlet design. The nose, 
which was a semiellipsoid of revolution, was combined with a cylinder to 
compose the basic body which had a total fineness ratio of 8.8. The 
effective fineness ratio of the body back to the inlet was about 5.5. The 
ratio of inlet area to basic body frontal area Ai/F was 0.20. A sketch 
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of the general arrangement of the scoop -body combination is presented in 
figure 2 and a photograph i s shown as figure 3. Design ordina~es are 
pre8ented in tabl e II. 
Internal duct design . - The internal duct was of constant cross -
sectional area back to s tation 12 .8), the forward measuring s tation. 
Rearward from this stati on to station 14.65, the flow was diffused 
through an area ratio of about 1.3 to 1.0 in a two - dimensional diffuser 
having an effective 8.50 t wo-dimensional diffuser angle. Between sta-
tion 14.65 and station 17 .65, the duct area was gradually contracted to 
the area at the exit station. The exit area was varied by adJJBting the 
lower surface of the diffuser which was pivoted at the end of the sub-
sonic di f f us er (stati on 14 .65). The lower surface was sealed against 
pressure l eaks after each area settlng and an inspection was made after 
each t es t point to insure correct measurements. The longitudinal cr oss-
sectional shape of t he duct is shown in figure 2. 
Instrumentation 
The pr essure instrumentation of the model i!_cluded a fo~vard meas -
uring rake consisting of 17 total-p essure and 2 static-pressure tubes, 
an exit mea suring rake consisting of a ~otal of 16 total-pressure and 
2 s tatic-pressure tubes (fig. 4), and static -pressure probes in the 
model base and in the cavity between the effuser flap and bas i c model 
surface . The number of total-pressure t ubes actually used for measuring 
in the exit var i ed f r om 16 to 11 depending on the exit flap setting. 
(See fig. 4.) 
Drag force measurements were obtained by use of an internal strain-
gage balance. 
Measurements 
The total and static pressures measured a t t he f orward measuring 
station, were used to obtain point va lues of tota l-pressure ratio and 
the corresponding values of local mass -flow rat i o . These point values 
were numerically integrated over the l ocal area t o obtain the mean 
weighted values of total-pres sure r a tio li/HQ and corresponding inlet 
mass-fl ow ratiO, mi/ mO' 
For the force tes t s, the measured pressures a t the exit measuring 
station were similarly used, that is, point values of local mass - flow 
ratio and internal drag were computed and integrated. The inlet rake 
was removed for these tests and as a result it was possible to obtain 
drag data at inlet mass-flow ratios up to 1.0. The static pressure was 
7 
m~~sured inaependently in the t wo separate base areas indicateQ !n f~g­
~<c; 2 and "the base drag was obtaJ..ned through the use of tr~ese pre 3surcs 
and t~eir respect i ve areas. 
corCE: measurements were maae on the D2.sic h.;dy 0f revol1l- ~on and on 
the bGdy wi th "he scoop instal led.. f< r _orne 01: the tests, C.l' +'l,;w 
s tuJil:.... flY'" '1f d=- "to determine ttL' r irection of boundary-~ayer f l ow ahead 
of ~,hF .1..(.. 
Tests 
The t€stJ were conducted in the Langley t ransonic blowdown tunnel 
through a ranrc of Mach number from 0 .8 t o 1.4. The corresponding 
Reynol ds ~~b~r based on the model length varied between 18 .1 X 106 and 
27.8 X 10°. 
The Model was sting-mounted in the tunnel a t an angle of attack 
of 00 • The angle of att ack was set with a sensitive inclinomet er and w&s 
unchanged during the investigation. 
On the bar,is of s chliere~ ~hotographs and pr~viou l~ 
appears t:18.t rhocle r eflected disturbances porsibl' ~ 
i ncremen":. due to the scoop ir.stallation fr0 m be_ v 1 n-m.-
ber range between about • () = 1.0? ::I'1.d S,UC'l v = 
ar e :prj:" r 'c-:o ".lis :'D-At 1 ::~l1b r r .J~. ...'cr en :1 r~mge 
of Mach m ... rb ... 3,-'-e:.' .1. ... '.... c-efl.ec f d ':)w wave :::.n+ersccted or.ly 
the p8 • _ +", ~+' f- 'rb-Jdy tr .reLy "atlsing :e.c deviation i n 
p.!'~-:: ' ~cup P'f ~lurc-:-C1ra.: ';ncrc ~E.;nt.J obtainc l £. Mach num-
uers ~. 1.16 r.r _ore, are b :J..(v~d tv be co' ~ct. 
f 
. ;::, 
h/Ilo 
!ll5JrLo 
CD;::)l.t 
p~!' v.ner~ lar8.I'1eter s and +'le estime. t€.d 
1:: 
-to.c ... 
tU .C .... 
-to.1..;2 
-to. 015 
GeneralLy, it is believed t hat the ac tual error is considerably l ess 
than trese t s t:.m.a ted maXllnUIi.s. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Pressure Recovery 
Point values of total-pressure ratio H2/Ho as measured at the 
m· 
forward measuring station for a ~ ~ 0 .8 are presented in figure 5 
~ 
for the various test Mach numbers. The local total-pressure ratios in 
the outboard portion of the inlet were very high, varying between 1.0 
and 0.98 in the Mach number range between 0 .81 and 1.4. 
It should be noted that at a Mach number of 1 . 4, the theoretical 
inlet total-pressure ratio would not be exactly 1.0. The inability to 
attain the ideal or isentropic results is due to the fact that at this 
Mach number the tangential velocity approaches the speed of sound and 
the addition of the normal velocity component causes the resultant Mach 
number to approach 1 .15. As a result, a compression wave ahead of the 
outboard end of the inlet lip decelerates the flow and causes a small 
loss in total pressure. It is estimated that for this case the inlet 
total -pressure ratio would be about 0.99 . 
Schlieren photographs of the flow entering the inlet (fig. 6) indi-
cate that some form of compression wave existed in front of the scoop at 
all supersonic Mach numbers. No normal shocks were observed, however, 
and there is some evidence of wavele ts either at or following the 
inclined shock wave. An indication that the actual compression 
approached the theoretical is the presence of point values of total -
pressure ratio of 0.99 in the outboard end of the inlet ( f i g. 5 ). At 
supersonic Mach numbers, losses in recovery apparently due to the 
entrainment of some of the fuselage boundary layer are observed in the 
i nboard portion of the inlet. It is indicated by the photographs of 
oil flow patterns presented in figure 7 that considerable bypassing of 
the fuselage boundary layer around the inlet resulted from the transverse 
pressure gradients afforded by the design . It appears, then, that the 
amount of boundary layer that entered the inlet is probably only a small 
part of the boundary layer that would wash the surface if the inlet were 
not there. Hence, the increase in l osses with Mach number in the lower 
portion of the inlet, probably results largely fron the adverse effect 
of the increasing pressure rise with Mach number on the boundary layer 
that does enter the inlet at any specific inlet mass-flow ratio. The 
improvement in mean total-pressure rat io obtained by increasing inlet 
mass - flow ratio from 0 .8 to 0.9 at Mo = 1.40, (fig. 8) appears to result 
primarily fron the corresponding improvement in the adverse pressure 
gradient between the sweptback inlet lips resulting in less loss due to 
the entering boundary layer (see fig . 5). The use of continuous 
boundary- layer suction through a porous compression surface between the 
2F 
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inlet lips would probably reduce the total-pressure losses due to the 
entering boundary layer. 
9 
The mean values of total-pressure ratio as measured at the inlet 
measuring station are presented in figure 9 as a function of Mach num-
ber for two inlet mass-flow rat ios. At an inlet mass-flow ratio of 0. 9, 
t he total-pressure ratio ranges from H = 0. 99 at Mo = 0. 80 to 
~ H 
Ho 
= 0. 96 at Mo = 1.4. At a mass-flow ratio of 0.8, the ratio drops 
to H = 0 .94 at Mo = 1 .4 . These total-pressure ratios are cons idered 
~ 
t o be quite high for a scoop - type air inlet placed 5.5 diameters back 
from the nose. (See, for example, reference 6. ) 
Although it was not the purpose of the present investigation to 
determine internal diffuser losses, some additional pressure recovery 
information obtained at the exit station after a subsonic diffusion 
indicates the ability of the design concept investigated to provide high 
pressure ratios at not only the inlet measuring station, but also at an 
engine compressor entrance . Presented in figure 10 are the mean exit 
total-pressure ratios as a function of Mach number for two exit flap 
settings. These measurements were made during the drag tests when the 
inlet rake was removed . Also presented for comparison are the mean 
tot al-pressure ratios as measured at the same inlet mass-flow ratios for 
an open nose inlet in free flight (ref. 7). In this case, the total-
pressure ratios were measured at the end of a conical diffuser having 
about a 30 included angle and an area ratio of 2.3 to 1.0. As can be 
seen, the mean exit total -pr essure ratio for the present scoop inlet 
design was only about 2 to 3 percent lower than that measured for the 
nose inlet configuration at a Mach number of 1.4. 
Drag Due to the Scoop 
The external drag increment incurred by installing a scoop on a 
body or air~!ame is generally considered to include: (1) a pre-entry 
and an inlet ~p pressure force associated with reducing the momentum 
of the ent~rtug fluid .to satisfy the inlet operating condition at a . 
reduced i~et flow rate, (2) the scoop afterbody or form pressure force 
associated 'Y1~ ·the possible fairing of the scoop ~nto the airframe and 
(3) the viscG ' force increment resUlting from changes in the total 
wetted area due to installation of the scoop. 
For the present case, th~ afterbody or form pressure force was not 
permitted inasmuch as parallel elements were used to define the after 
portion of the scoop and fuselage. Hence, the presented increments of 
. . 
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external drag due to the scoop include only the pr e-entry and l~ , e s -
sure forces and, of course, the added viscous for ces dJe to the ~~c'ease 
in total wetted area. These increments (fig. 11 ) are the differences 
between t he external drags of the s coop -body combina~ion and the drags 
of the body alone and are presented as a function elf Mach number for 
various inlet flow rates. 
It should be noted that of the total 0 .03 incr e nt in drag coeff i-
cient due to t he scoop indi cated i n the subsonic speed range, only about 
0 .02 can be directly attri buted to the increase in wctt d are~ d~c ~o 
installing the scoop on the basic body . The remaining inconslstency of 
0 .01 in incremental drag coefficient i s within the estimated error pre -
sented in the section enti tled "Tests ." 
At the design inlet mass -flow r ati o of 0 .8, near zero pressure drag 
was obtained through the test Mach number range. This result is in 
accordance with the theory used for the design of the inlet, that is, 
the spi llage at the inlet occurs pri marily as two - dimensional subsonic 
flow normal to the sweptback inle t l i ps as a result of the detailed 
shaping of the fuselage surface . For the mi/mo = 0.8 case, then, the 
scoop i nlet was added to the body at a drag cos t equal to about the 
viscous drag increase . 
At the inlet mass-flow ratios ot her than the design va lue 
(mi/mO = 0.7 and l.0), the variati on of drag-coe f f i cient incr' 'me _:, with 
Mach number was small and generally was wit hin the possible e r r or ~f ,he 
tests . Hence, although the indicated variation In drag-coefficien~ 
increment with Mach number at the of f- design conditions was proba l-
as would be expected, the only j ustifiable conclusion that may be ~~wn 
is that only a small pressure-drag variation with Mach number r_ lted 
from installing the scoop inlet and operating it at inlet mas s-~low 
ratios as low as 0 .7 . At mi/rna = 0 .7, the pressure -drag incr_ -e ue 
to the scoop was indicated t o be only 0 .02 at Mo = 1 .4. As s~~ng that 
the ratio of fuselage frontal area to wing area is 0.06 (which is ~bout 
average for high- speed designs), the corresponding pressure-drag incre-
ment based on the wing area is only 0 .0012. 
It should be remembered that the presented drag- coefficient i ncre -
ments are due only to the inlet design and do not include any form drag 
associated with the possible fairing of the scoop back into the fuselage. 
It should be further noted t hat these latter pressure drags (those due 
to the afterbody fairing) may vary cons i derably between configurations 
having different types of engine - inlet installations . For the case of 
engines buried in the wing root, very little fairing would be needed. 
In the light of the development of the area-rule principle (ref. 8) , it 
would be expected that the final drag increment attained from a s coop -
inlet installation would depend largely on how well the designer 
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i ncorporated the scoop into the overall ar~a development of the particu-
l a r a irframe. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
A method for designing fuselage side air inlets with high internal 
tot al-pressure recovery and zero spillage drag at a specified design 
Mach number and inlet mass - flow ratio has been presented. 
I t was shown experimentally that an inlet designed according to 
this concep t would have near - zero spillage drag at the design inlet mass-
flow ratio of 0 .8 through a Mach number range from 0.8 to 1.4. It was 
fur t her indicated that the theoretical estimated total-pressure recovery 
of 99 percent was precluded only by a thickening of the boundary layer 
ahea d of the inlet. Although the fuselage boundary layer was fairly thick 
(the effective fineness ratio of the fuselage length back to the inlet was 
5 .5) , a mean inlet total -pressure ratio of 0 .94 was attained at the design 
inlet mass-flow ratio of 0.8 and a Mach number of 1.4. A maximum mean 
inle t total-pressure ratio of 0 .96 was attained at a Mach number of 1.4 
for a mass-flow ratio of 0 .9. 
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory, 
National Advisory Committee for AeronautiCS, 
Langley Field, Va . , July 14, 1955 . 
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TABLE I.-DESIGN COORDINATES FOR INLET SIDE LIP SHAPE 
(All dimensions are in inches) 
Section A-A 
Inlet side li p 
I ';0 .... ,. -=-at - ~r inlet side lip 
-
'" I 0.060 Yo f; 0000 , 000 
.010 I .018 .007 
.020 .025 .0 10 
.030 .030 .012 
.040 .035 .0 14 
.050 .039 .015 
.075 .047 .015 
. 100 .054 .015 
.200 .075 .0 15 
.300 .089 .0 15 
.400 . 100 .0 15 
.500 . 108 .0 15 
.600 . 114 .0 15 
.700 .1 19 .0 15 
.soo . 122 .015 
.900 .1 24 .0 15 
1.000 .12 5 .0 15 
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TABLE ::r:1. - DESIGr c.;OORDllIATE. ' L FllIL~G .. .RAHWERSE AND LO G1TUDllIAL SECTIONS OF llILET 
(All dimensions ure in inches) 
y 
Station Station Station Station Station Station Statton Station Station Station Station 
Z 
8.000 9.000 10.000 10.400 10.800 11.000 U.2OO 11.600 12.000 12.8:;0 17.6:;0 
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Yo Yi l Yo Yi l Yiu Yo 
0 1.000 1.016 1.060 1.105 1.172 1.215 1.260 1.}59 2.188 1.470 2.447 1.675 2·}70 2 .447 
·050 1.0'".,8 1.102 1.169 1.212 1.260 1.}57 2.187 1.468 2.446 1.675 2.}69 2.446 
.100 1.O5} 1.098 1.164 1.208 1.255 1.}55 2.185 1.462 2.445 1.675 2.}64 2.445 
.1:;0 1.046 1.092 1.157 1.202 1.249 1.}51 2.18} 1.45} 2.442 1.675 2.}61. 2.442 
.200 1.o}6 1.084 1.148 1.192 1.2}9 1.}44 2.175 1.44} 2.4}8 1.675 2.}55 2 .4}8 
250 ·970 .986 1.025 1.072 1.1}7 1.178 1.226 1.}}5 2.168 1.4}O 2.4}2 1.675 2·}45 2 .4}2 
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Figure 4 .- Total- and static-pressure tube distributions a t the inlet 
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